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About This Game

The game has 7 locations with special tasks. You must fulfill them until the end of the day. It can be used to collect N amount of
oil or earn several thousand $.

To start playing, you need to choose the complexity of the game. There are 5 difficulty levels (easy-normal-difficult-very
complicated-insane). It is recommend to put it on easy or normal to start. After selecting the difficulty, you are moved to the

location selection. At each of the locations there is a different atmosphere. When you hit the location you are given the
opportunity to look around, after which you can hire a geologist for $ 200, which shows the approximate location of the oil.

Or you can manually guess the source. At light levels of complexity, oil is often seen on the surface, so the complexity within
the search is minimized.

Buy an oil rig for $ 1000, and immediately after you can buy an oil storage tank. After installing the tank, you choose the depth
of the well. The deeper, the more money you need to spend. You can be lucky and get an oil, but you if missed a bit - you can
hit the edge of the source. Every second the oil source becomes smaller, and as a result, the oil rig stops working. At this point

the game is not FINISHED. You can sell the current tower for $ 400 together with the tank and set a NEW one. You can buy an
unlimited number of towers, but at one location there can't be no more ONE. After the tank has the right amount of oil you put
it in a bucket and carry it for sale. Do not put the tower too far from the market. Time is important here. The rate can random
pop up between 0.20 $ / 1 unit of oil (in one bucket without pumping 15 units of oil). Wait for a better course ($ 3-4) and then
sell. For each oil sale you get 15 units of experience, when you reach the right amount, you level-up. You get improvements for
each level. You spend them on a bunch buns that improve the gameplay and make it more dynamic, everything happens faster.

Features:

-achievements;
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-pleasant graphics;
-simple management;
-interesting gameplay;

-light music;
-unforgettable adventures;
-available in 2 languages;

Control
F for the full screen.
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Title: Oil Baron
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
GiBar
Publisher:
RoBot
Release Date: 20 Sep, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10

Processor: 1.2 Ghz or faster processor

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: 500MB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 100 MB available space

English,Russian
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this game is so bad don't ever think of buying it i wish i can get my money back
. Quite a decent indie game for strategy lovers and people who'd like to try their business skills.. Nice game. Remember to read
manual before start.. Complicated and fairly hard but its ok (the pice makes it ok). nothing worked. almost cost me a keyboard
and a mouse
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